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The. I never read this book, but I loved it anyway. It's pure entertainment, which is the.A house in a
town near the Azores islands has collapsed into a sinkhole — leaving eight people dead and 16 still

unaccounted for, officials said Saturday. "I'm still in shock, I have no words to describe what I'm
going through," Kátia Machado, the mother of two missing people, told reporters on Saturday,
according to the Associated Press. The house was being renovated when the sinkhole opened

beneath it, apparently collapsing the concrete foundation, according to the AP. Machado lives alone
in the house, according to the AP. Eight people — five men and three women — were killed in the
construction accident, said Maria Candia Melo, a spokeswoman for the region's civil defense. Six

people are missing, she said. Though the cause of the sinkhole was not immediately clear, Candia
Melo told the AP it was likely the result of water buildup. The state-run news agency Lusa said 10
people in total were rescued, including some with injuries, the AP reported. The Associated Press

contributed to this report.The subject matter herein relates generally to electrical connector
assemblies having differential signal contacts. Some electrical connectors are used to transmit

differential signals between two electrical components, such as backplanes and daughter cards.
Such electrical connectors include differential signal contacts. The differential signal contacts are

spaced apart and have a tip on each end to form differential signal pairs. The differential signal pairs
are received by differential signal receptacles on the daughter card. At least one of the differential

signal contacts is electrically connected to a daughter board connector that is mounted to the
daughter card. However, differential signal contacts are typically spaced apart from one another.
Thus, it may be desirable to have some additional electrical connection between the differential
signal contacts. Some conventional electrical connectors utilize a number of contact beams to

connect a differential signal contact to a daughter board connector. For example, a daughter board
connector may be directly mounted to one of the differential signal contacts. However, such

conventional electrical connectors are not without disadvantages. For instance, the daughter board
connector may be relatively large and bulky to accommodate the contact beams. In addition,

separate connections are required to be formed between the contact beams of the differential signal
contacts and the daughter board connector. This increases
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